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Abstract

The paper provides a rigorous derivation of the ‘welfare triangle approximation’ (WTA), which is at the
center of cost benefit analysis.  The result is generalized by showing that the WTA is only one of the two
dual expressions, one of which approximates the change in real consumption, the other the change in the
cost-of-living.  The result is based on a correction of a proof attempted by Hicks.  Many other derivations
are also given, each based on a different definition of the theoretical functions to be approximated.  The
final result is the following:  Each of the empirical variations corresponds to a range of theoretical
variations.  The edges of the range are theoretical Laspeyres and Paasche variations which are
approximated linearly;  the interior region of the range is approximated quadratically;  the center of the
range is replicated exactly by the empirical measures.

JEL classification:  C 43, D 61
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... to this day consumers’ surplus discussions involve

ambiguities, confusions, approximations, redundancies and

Napoleonic pretensions hard to match in other parts of

economic theory.  (Samuelson, 1990, p 275)

The concept of consumer surplus is extremely useful in making many decisions about public goods
– it has been employed in decisions about airports, roads, dams, subway, and parks.  (Samuelson and
Nordhaus, 1985, p. 418)

... ( )( )01102
1 qqpp −− ... is a formula used over and over again in cost-benefit analysis, especially

for a small change in prices so the linearity assumption is a reasonable approximation to any actual
demand curve.  (Layard and Glaister, 1994, p. 50)

Despite its ubiquity it is now widely accepted that Consumer’s Surplus should not be used as a
welfare measure.... (Slesnick, 1998, p. 2108)

When economist are challenged to quantify the economic cost of ... price distortions, it is standard
practice ... to estimate areas of the relevant “Harberger triangles.” This simple and straightforward
exercise has numerous applications and the virtue of producing answers rather than conjectures.” (Hines,
1999, p. 167)

1. Introduction

1. The above quotations illustrate a schism between theoretical welfare economics (TWE) and applied
welfare economics (AWE) regarding consumer surplus (CS) analysis.  The root cause of the schism is
that none of the derivations of the ‘welfare triangle’ approximation (WTA) to CS used in AWE has
survived critical examination.1 A primary motivation of the paper is thus to provide a rigorous
derivation of the WTA.  Initially this aim is accomplished by removing a defect in a proof originally
due to Hicks, who had attempted to show that the WTA approximates quadratically  the average of the
equivalent and compensating variations.  The paper both generalizes and strengthens this quadratic
approximation property in several directions.

2. Directly, or indirectly, these results are consequent upon a second basic motivation of the paper: to
unify the theories of price and quantity measurements.  At present, these fields are essentially distinct.
The basic quantity measure is the WTA, discussed in cost-benefit analysis.  The basic price
measurement is the Konüs index of the cost-of-living, which is at the center of the economic theory of
index numbers.  Both measures are defined in relation to the consumer expenditure function – a strong
indication that they should be part of a single theory.

3. In order to achieve the desired unification I define several related concepts: Most fundamentally, I
define two pairs of money metrics one for the theoretical, one for the empirical level.  One element of
each pair is a price measure, the other a quantity (utility) measure.  Much of the theory revolves around
how the empirical pairs can be used to approximate, or duplicate, the theoretical pairs.

4. A crucial aspect of both money metrics is that they can be interpreted as money expenditures which a
household might actually undertake under certain conditions.  This interpretation allows a novell and
very fruitful definition of duality:  a pair of price quantity measures are dual, if their expenditure
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changes add up to the total expenditure change.  The theory of this paper is formulated entirely in
terms of such dual pairs.  This has the implication that any approximation theorem proven for (say) an
empirical quantity measure, and the corresponding theoretical measure also holds for the pair of dual
price measures and vice versa.

5. The failure to explicitly recognize duality has caused considerable confusion in CS analysis.  The
geometrical derivation of the WTA clearly implies a price measure:  an equivalent money measure is
attached to a change of a price.  Since a project evaluation requires a quantity measure, the price
measure is converted to a quantity measure, usually with the unnecessarily restrictive assumption of
constant expenditure.

6. There is another key assumption in the derivation of Hicks which I use in a generalized form.  I refer to
this assumption as centrality.  Hicks had argued that, since neither the equivalent variation nor the
compensating variation appeared privileged, he could take an average of the two as his basic
theoretical measure.  In effect he took an average of two functions, each with parameters defined at
one end of the interval.  An equally plausible procedure is to consider a single function defined for the
average of the endpoint parameters.  A third possibility, also explained in this paper, is to look for an
implicit theoretical measure which is replicated exactly by the empirical measures.

7. The structure of the paper is as follows:  Section 2 reviews the cardinal welfare theory of the
household, defining both real consumption and the cost-of-living in terms of the expenditure function.
Section 3 deals with linear approximations to the theoretical measures.  Section 4 discusses centered
measures and how they relate to traditional CS analysis.  The properties of these measures and their
interpretation is the subject of Section 5.  The proofs are given in Section 6.  The final Section 7
contains the conclusions.

2. The Cardinal Welfare of the Household

2.1 Basic concepts

8. Let x be the household consumption vector, p  the corresponding price vector, px=y  the household

expenditure and u( )x  a utility function, assumed to be twice continuously differentiable and strictly
quasi-concave.  The corresponding expenditure function

(2.1) e u min u u
x

( , ) ( )� ��� �= ≥
specifies the minimum expenditure required to reach the utility level u  at prices p .

9. The first money metric, referred to as real consumption, is defined as

(2.2) ( ) ( ) ( )RC u; ; ,� � �b b br u e u= =
and measures the cost of different utility levels at a constant base period price vector.2

10. The second metric is the cost-of-living, defined as

(2.3)
( ) ( ) ( )CL � � �; ; ,u c u e ub b b= =
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and measures the cost of a base utility level at different prices.  In order to operationalize r( )⋅  and
c( )⋅ , frequent use will be made of the fact that )(xuu = , along with the assumption that any observed

x  is optimal, i.e., given by the demand function p)x ,( y .

2.2 Decomposing the Change in Nominal Consumption Expenditure

11. The literature dealing with the measurement of changes in CL and RC have, for historical and
institutional reasons, remained largely distinct.  This is unfortunate, because the measures are directly
related and it is more illuminating and useful to consider them jointly.  In measuring variations
between two periods, it is natural to use either the initial or the final period as the base.  Accordingly,
define Laspeyres and Paasche variations as follows:

(2.4) LRCV = ( ) ( ) ( )∆r r u r u� � �0 1 0 0 0= −; ;

(2.5) PRCV = ( ) ( ) ( )∆r r u r u� � �1 1 1 0= −; ; 1

(2.6) LCLV = ( ) ( ) ( )∆c u c u c u0 1 0 0 0= −� �; ;

(2.7) PCLV = ( ) ( ) ( )∆c u c u c u1 1 1 0 1= −� �; ; .

12. These variations have an obvious geometric interpretation in an indifference curve diagram.  LRCV

and PRCV are parallel shifts of the budget line from u
0
 to u1

 at �
0

or p1

 prices respectively.  LCLV

and PCLV are rotations of the budget line from a �
0

 to a �
1

 slope around the u
0

 or u1
 indifference

curves.  From the geometry it is also clear that there are two possible decompositions of nominal
expenditure:

(2.8) ( ) ( )∆ ∆ ∆y r c u LRCV + PCLV= + =� � �0 1

(2.9) ( ) ( )∆ ∆ ∆y r c u PRCV LCLV= + = +�1 0 .

13. The relationships are examples of duality, meaning that given one variation the other can be obtained
by subtraction from the change in nominal expenditure.  They show RC, which is a quantity measure
and CL, which is a price measure, to be complementary concepts of one and the same theory.

3. Linear Approximations

3.1 Preliminary Results and Definitions

14. The following Lemmas are central for the purpose of approximating welfare changes:  Let ),( uph  be
the Hicksian (compensated) demand function.

(3.1) (Lemma) (Shepard) ( ) ( )∇ =
S

� � �e u u, ,

(3.2) (Lemma) ( )( ) ., pxpx =∇ ue

To prove (3.2) consider the following identity which most hold in equilibrium:
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(3.3) pxxp ≡))(,( ue .

Here p  has two different interpretations, as a parameter of ()⋅e  and as a market price.  By assumption,

the two are set equal.  Differentiating (3.3), keeping p  constant as a parameter, yields (3.2).

15. The Lemmas can also be obtained by an intuitive argument based on the first order conditions.  These
imply that locally all consumption vectors that cost the same have the same utility and all that have the

same utility cost the same.  To measure the increase in cost as ip  increases, we keep x  constant.

Then the cost increases at the rate ix .  This gives (3.1).  Conversely, any additional expenditure made
at a constant p  increases MMU to the base p  by the same amount.  If the expenditure is small, it can
be indifferently made on any good, in particular on ix .  Then the expenditure and MMU increase with

ix  at the rate ip .  This gives (3.2).

16. For the subsequent discussion it is convenient to have a suitable terminology for the indicators which
will be used to relate observable price and quantity data to the theoretical constructs just discussed.
For this purpose the following definitions due to Hicks (1941-42) are employed:

Laspeyres Quantity Variation: LQV = � �0∆
Paasche Quantity Variation: PQV = � �1∆
Laspeyres Price Variation: LPV� � �= 0∆
Paasche Price Variation: PPV = � �1∆ .

17. For a suitable choice of bases, these indexes decompose the total expenditure change into a quantity
and a price change:

(3.4) ∆ ∆ ∆y LQV PPV= + = +� � � �0 1

= + = +� � � �1 0∆ ∆ PQV LPV .

3.2 Basic Results on Linear Approximations

18. The Lemmas of the previous section implies the following differentials of the r ( )⋅  and c( )⋅  functions:

(3.5) ( ) ( )( ) LQVuerLRCV =∆=∆∆≈∆= xpxxpp x
0000 ,

(3.6) ( ) ( )( ) PQVuerPRCV x =∆=∆∆≈∆= xpxxpp 1111 ,

(3.7) ( ) ( )( ) LPVueucLCLV p =∆=∆∆≈∆= pxpxp 0000 ,

(3.8) ( ) ( )( ) PPVueucPCLV p =∆=∆∆≈∆= pxpxp 1111 , .

19. These variations can be aggregated by simple summation to expressions of the same form on aggregate
data.  They can also be converted from differences to ratios.  Proceeding in this manner leads to the
justification of Laspeyres and Paasche indexes as linear approximation to aggregate RC and aggregate
CL.  I do not pursue this straight forward analysis here.  Instead, I turn to centered variations which
allow stronger results.
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4. Centered Variations and their Historical Origin in Consumer Surplus Analysis

20. The centered variations which are investigated below are simply averages of the Laspeyres and
Paasche variations discussed in the previous section.  In analyzing the properties of these variations I
make no use of CS as the area under a demand curve.  In order to connect with the tradition of the
subject, I show in this section how the centered variations are connected to the WTA and review the
standard geometric derivation of the approximation.

21. The long history of CS begins with Dupuit (1844), who suggested the area under a demand curve,
above the price, as a measure of the ‘surplus’ utility enjoyed by the consumer.  The term ‘welfare
triangle’ often used to refer to this area involves the assumption of a linear demand curve.3 Marshall
put his finger on a weakness of Dupuit’s argument:  the implicit assumption of a constant marginal
utility of money, which has bedeviled the subject until modern times.4

22. The rise of the econometric movement and of mathematical economics early in this century motivated
efforts at an analytical derivation of the triangular approximation and related measures.  Specifically,
this was attempted by Hotelling (1938), Hicks (1940-41, 1941-42, 1945-46) and Harberger (1966,
1971).  Unfortunately, none of these attempts was satisfactory.  They all involve at some point an
explicit or implicit assumption of constancy of the marginal utility of income, or of some other
expressions, homogeneous in y,p .

23. In order to connect with the historical CS analysis, I briefly review the geometric derivation of
the triangular approximation and its relation to other measures.  Consider a drop in the price of a

commodity x  from 
0p  to 

1p , with an associate increase in quantity from 
0x  to 

1x .  The consumer’s

welfare gain from the increase ( )01 xx −  is the ‘welfare triangle’ ( )( )0110
2
1 xxpp −− , the excess of

what he would have been willing to pay over what he actually pays.  To this must be added the amount

he saves in purchasing the old quantity, given by ( ) 010 xpp − .  The sum of both expressions can be
written as

(4.1) ( )( )0110
2
11 ppxxCS −+−=

24. With a reversal of sign this would be a measure of the change in CL, i.e., the cost of compensating the

price to keep utility constant.  A change in the level of utility is preferably expressed in terms of x∆

rather than p∆ .  Assuming again constant nominal expenditure, we can set 0=∆y  in (3.4) and
average the two equations.  It is then seen that (4.1) can be converted to another measure of CS used in
applied welfare analysis:

(4.2) ( )( )0110
2
12 xxppCS −+= .

25. Hicks attempted to show that to a quadratic approximation

(4.3) ( ) 1
2
1 CSCVEV ≈+ .

26. The great attraction of the formulas (4.1-2) is that they are simple functions of observable prices
and quantities and do not require knowledge of the individual preference structure.  Also, summation
over households leads to the same expression in terms of market data.
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27. For the following discussion I drop the EV, CL terminology and instead use one that is more
descriptive, less ambiguous and more in line with the earlier sections.  I also revert to the general case

where all prices and quantities are variable.  The generalized 
2CS  measure will be referred to as the

centered quantity variation

(4.4) ( )( )0110
2
1 xxpp −+=CQV .

28. The centered price variation is defined analogously:

(4.5) ( )( )0110
2
1 ppxx −+=CPV .

29. The two expression decompose the change in nominal expenditure.

(4.6) CQVCPVy +=∆ .

5. Summary of new Results

30. The results on centered variations are stated in Table 1.  The left side of the table shows quantity
variations, the right side price variations.  The first row has the empirical variations, the remaining
rows the theoretical variations.  The expressions in each row are dual.

31. The first theoretical row corresponds to what Hicks attempted to demonstrate by averaging equivalent

and compensating variations.  His assumption ∆y = 0  is not invoked.  This row is unique in two
aspects:  The two sides are analogous, i.e., of the same form.  For each side there is a direct proof of
quadratic approximation to the empirical expression above, indicated by QA.  Because of duality, each
direct proof implies the same result for the dual expression.  There are thus four proofs, two direct and
two indirect.

32. The third row is based on the idea of averaging the parameters of the functions, specifically in this case

the price vectors, with ( )10
2
1 ppp += .  Here the dual expression is not analogous and I found only one

direct proof.  The geometry of duality is as follows:  First there is a CLV involving a rotation along the
0u  indifference curve from 

0p  to p .  This is followed by a RCV in the form of a shift from 
0u  to 

1u

at p  prices.  Finally there is another CLV in the form of a rotation along the 
1u  indifference curve

from p  to 
1p .

33. In the fourth row 
3CCLV  is defined to the base ( )p,~ yuu = .  The geometry of duality involves first a

RCV from 
0u  to u~  at 

0p  prices.  This is followed by the CLV from 
0p  to 

1p  along the u~

indifference curve.  Finally, there is a second RCV from u
~

 to 
1u  at 

1p  prices.

34. The result of rows five to seven are weaker, in that the centering parameter is merely shown to exist in
an interval, rather than being explicitly specified.  In another sense the results are stronger in that the

theoretical variations are replicated exactly by the empirical variations.  In row four [ ]10 p,p*p ∈
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replaces p  of row two.  In row five [ ]10,* uuu ∈  replaced the u~  of row three;  in row six [ ]1,0*∈λ

replaces the 2
1

 in row one.  The geometry of duality is similar to the preceding cases.

6. Proofs

35. At the outset I state some Lemmas to the effect that the centered empirical variations are linear
approximations to the theoretical Laspeyres and Paasche variation.  This Lemmas will be required
later.

(6.1) Lemma a. ( )px ∆∆+= ,2OCPVLCLV .

b. ( )px ∆∆+= ,2OCPVPCLV .

(6.2) Lemma a. ( )px ∆∆+= ,2OCQVLRCV .

b. ( )px ∆∆+= ,2OCQVPRCV .

36. The first result follows immediately from the fact that

(6.3) px∆∆−= 2
1LPVCPV

in conjunction with (3.7).  The other results can be proven similarly.

Proof of 
1CCLV

37. The proof requires the Hessian matrix

(6.4) ( ) ( ) ttt
p

tt
pp S,pp =∇=∇ uhue , .

38. Using (3.1) and a second order Taylor approximation:

(6.5) ( ) ( )0001 ,; ueueLCLV pp −=
( )pppSpx ∆+∆∆+∆= 3

0
2
10 O .

(6.6) ( ) ( )1011 ,, ueuePCLV pp −=
( )pppSpx ∆+∆∆−∆= 3

1
2
11 O .

39. Hicks based his proof on the assumption that � �1 0= .  This is inadmissible since �  is homogeneous of

degree minus one in��  Instead, I use the approximation

(6.7) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )xpOSSxpSxpS 0011 ∆∆=−=− ,,, 1
01uu

where ()⋅1O  is the linear part of the matrix Taylor series approximation to ∆� .  Substitution of (6.7)

into (6.6) yields

(6.8) ( )xpppSpx ∆∆+∆∆−∆= ,3
0

2
11 OPCLV .
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40. Finally, averaging (6.5) and (6.8):

(6.9) ( ) ( )xppx ∆∆+∆=+= ,32
11 OPCLVLCLVCCLV .

Alternatively we can write

(6.10) 


 ∆∆+= xp,3
1 OCPVCCLV .

This completes the direct proof of the quadratic approximation property of CPV  to 1CCLV .

41. The analogous centered RCV is

(6.11) ( )PRCVLRCVCRCV += 2
11 .

42. From the definitions it is easy to verify that the centered theoretical variations are dual:

(6.12) 11 CCLVCRCVy +=∆ .

43. The duality equations (4.6), (6.12), together with (6.9) imply

(6.13) 


 ∆∆+∆= xpxp ,3
1 OCRCV

or equivalently

(6.14) 


 ∆∆+= xp,3
1 OCQVCRCV .

This is the indirect proof of the quadratic approximation property of CQV  to 
1CRCV .

Proof of CRCV 1

44. The direct proof is based on (3.2).  The Hessian matrix is

(6.15) ( ) ( ) ttt

x
tt

xx Zppp =∇=∇ uue ,, .

45. The relevant Taylor series are

(6.16) ( ) ( )0010 ,, ueueLRCV pp −=
= ( )xxxZxp ∆+∆∆+∆

3

0
2
10 O .

(6.17) ( ) ( )0111 ,, ueuePRCV pp −=
= ( )xxxZxp ∆+∆∆−∆

3

1
2
11 O .

46. The Hessian �1
 can be approximated as

(6.18) ( )xpOZZ ∆∆+= ,1
01 .

47. Substitution of (6.18) into (6.17) leads to

(6.19) ( )xpxxZxp ∆∆+∆∆−∆= ,
3

0

2
11 OPRCV

48. Finally, averaging (7.16) and (7.19):

(6.20) ( ) ( )xpxpxp ∆∆+=∆∆+∆= ,,
33

1 OCQVOCRCV .
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This direct result is at the same time an indirect proof of (6.10).

Proof of CCLV²

49. The first pair of centered variations was obtained by averaging the expenditure functions defined in
terms of the alternative bases.  An equally plausible alternative is to average the parameters of the
function.  Before pursuing this approach we require the following

(6.21) Lemma on Quadratic Approximation:

Given the quadratic function f a( )z bz zAz= + + 1
2 ,      with A a symmetric matrix

[ ] zzzzz ∆∇+∇=− )()()()()( 10
2
101 ffffa

zzzz ∆∇=− )()()()( 01 fffb ,        with ( )10 zzz += 2
1 .

50. The proof is by direct computation.  We could equivalently write (a) as

( ) ))(())(()()(’ 110001 zzzzzzzz −∇+−∇=− ffffa

In this interpretation we divide the interval ( )z z1 0− into two equal parts and approximate each part
by means of a gradient at one end.

51. The RCV based on p  is

(6.22) )()( 012 ueueCRCV ,p,p −= .

52. This expression does not lend itself to a useful direct approximation because neither of the

combinations )(),( 01 uu ,p,p  are actually realized.  Consider the dual

(6.23) ),(),()()( 1110002 ueueueueCCLV ppp,p −+−= .

53. The total differential of (6.23) can be obtained in terms of two differentials, each covering one half of
the interval:

(6.24) ( )pppxppx ∆+−+−= 3
11002 )()( OCCLV

with the quadratic approximation property based on (6.21 ’a )

Because of duality (6.24) also implies

(6.25) ( )pxp ∆+∆= 3
2 OCRCV .

Proof of CCLV³

54. Since the variations just discussed are not analogous, we can define a CCLV variation which is

analogous but not dual to (6.22).  Define )~(~),,(~ xpxx uuy == :

(6.26) )~,()~,( 013 ueueCCLV pp −= .

At the center of the interval
(6.27) ∇ =p pe u x( , ~) ~ .

Using (6.15)
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(6.28) ( )ppx ∆+∆= 3
3 ~ OCCLV .

Since x  is a linear approximation to 
~x ,

(6.29) ( )yO ∆∆+= p,xx 2
~ .

It follows that

(6.30) ( )yOCCLV ∆∆+∆= p,px 3
3 .

The dual CRCV is

(6.31) CRCV e u e u e u e u3 0 0 0 1 1 1= − + −( , ~) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ~)p p p p .

Duality enables us to infer from (6.30) that

(6.32) ( )yOCRCV ∆∆+∆= p,xp 3
3 .

Proof of CRCV 4

55. A third set of results is obtained with the idea of finding theoretical variations which correspond
exactly to the empirical variations.  I do this first for RC.  The first part of the proof consists of the

demonstration that there exists a 1*0,**)1(* 10 ≤≤+−= λλλ ppp , such that RCV (p*) lies

between LQV and PQV.  By continuity, ( )*pRCV  changes continuously from LRCV  to PRCV  as
λ  goes from 0 to 1.

Proof:  Assume for definiteness that u u( ) ( )x x1 0> .  Then,

(6.33) LQV LRCV PRCV PQV> >,

as is easily verified geometrically.

Case (a):  LRCV PRCV> .

Then

(6.34) LQV LRCV PRCV PQV> > >

and the result is immediate.

Case (b):  PRCV LRCV> .

For smooth functions and small variations this inequality must also hold for the differentials:
PQV LQV> .

Then

(6.35) PRCV PQV LQV LRCV> > >
and the result again follows.

56. The second part of the proof involves the demonstration that there exists a p* such that
CQVRCV =*)(p .  For case (b) this is evident.  For case (a) observe that from the previous result for

CRCV 1
 it follows that the mean of the outer elements of (6.34), which is CQV, is equal to the mean
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of the inner pair, which is CRCV 1
, with a remainder ( )O3 ∆ ∆� �,

.  The difference between CQV

and either LRCV or PRCV is 



 ∆∆ xp,2O
 by Lemma (6.2).  In the linear case O O3 2 0= =  and the

means coincide.  More general, for small variations, CQV must be between LRCV and PRCV as
illustrated in Figure 1 and the theorem follows.

57. To recapitulate:  There exist a 1*,**)1(* 10 ≤≤+−= λλλ Oppp  such that

(6.36) CQVueueCRCV =−= )*,()*,( 014 pp .

The corresponding dual CCLV is

(6.37) ( ) ( )CCLV e u e u e u e u4 1 1 1 0 0 0= − + −� � � �, *, ( *, ) ( , ) .

Since (3.42) is exact, we have also

(6.38) CCLV CPV4 = .

Proof of 5CRCV

58. One more set of duality variations is obtained by defining the analog to CRCV 4
.  We wish to prove

that there exist a 1*0,**)1(* 10 ≤≤+−= λλλ uuu  such that

(6.39) CCLV e u e u CPV5 1 0= − =( , *) ( , *)p p .

59. The most economical proof  uses the previous result:  From each of the terms in (6.34, 35) subtract
∆y , which yields minus that terms dual, then multiply by minus one.  The result is

(6.40) PPV PCLV LCLV LPV< < <
(6.41) LCLV LPV PPV PCLV< < < .

60. The result is obvious for (6.41).  For (6.40) we use the result on 
1CCLV  and proceed as in the

previous section.

Proof of 6CRCV

61. The proof is identical to that for 
4CRCV , with the substitution of *λ  for *p .  Indirectly this also

proves the same property for 
6CCLV  since for the same value of *λ , the two expressions are dual.

Proof of 
6CCLV

62. The proof runs along the line of that for 
5CCLV  with *λ  substituting for *u .

Proof of ( )aCRCV  and ( )aCCLV

63. Any linear combination of dual pairs is also a dual pair.  The combination will be a QA if it includes

QAs, it will be an ER if it includes only ERs.  If instead of keeping **,*, λup  fixed we allow
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[ ] [ ] [ ]1,0**,,**, 1010 ∈∈∈ λuuu,pp**p , the Laspeyres and Paasche variations will be included as
possible element of the combination.  By Lemma (6.1-2) these are approximated linearly by CQV and
CPV.  The linear combinations form continuous bands.  The edges are the theoretical Laspeyres and
Paasche variations which are approximated linearly.  Moving inward, one comes the centered
variations which are approximated quadratically.  At the centers of the bands, the theoretical and
empirical variations are equal.

7. Conclusion

64. This paper has concentrated on relating the empirical central variations known from traditional
consumer surplus analysis to the two theoretical money metrics of the individual household.  It was
shown that the empirical measures are remarkably powerful in approximating, or replicating, the
theoretical measures.  The theory has also been extended to apply equally to quantity and to price
measures.

65. A major reason for being interested in centered variations is that they aggregate additively to
expressions of the same form.  More work needs to be done to extend the approach to general
equilibrium models, including firms and a government sector.

66. Finally the paper has demonstrated that it is possible to derive the measures which are useful in applied
cost-benefit analysis on the basis of rigorous microeconomic theory.  This creates the possibility of
closing the gap between applied and theoretical welfare economics.

                                                     
1 For a recent review see Slesnick (1988). Hicks’ attempted derivation is discussed by Diewert (1992).

2 Here and in the rest of the paper I deviate from the common usage of having RC refer to � �b .

3 Auerbach (1985) discusses the history of the welfare triangles.

4 McKenzie (1983, Ch. 4) discusses both the contribution of Dupuit and the analysis of Marshall. Formally, the
marginal utility of money is homogeneous of degree minus one in prices, so that the assumption of constancy makes
no sense. Samuelson (1942) provided an exhaustive analysis of this issue.
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Table 1

Relationship of Theoretical to Empirical Variations
Quantity Variations

Price Variations

Related to CQV = p x∆ Related to CPV = x p∆

1CRCV = ( )PRCVLRCV +2
1              QA CCLV 1= ( )PCLVLCLV +2

1                    QA

2CRCV = e u e u( ) ( , )p, p1 0− CCLV 2 = ),()( 000 ueue p,p −  QA

),()( 111 ueue p,p −+

3CRCV = ),()~( 000 ueue p,p −
)~,()( 111 ueue p,p −+

CCLV 3 = )~,()~( 01 ueue p,p −  QA

4CRCV = e u e u( * ) ( *, )p , p1 0−         ER
4CCLV = ),p(),p( 000 ueu*e −

+ ),p(),p( 111 u*eue −

5CRCV = e u e u( *) ( , )p , p0 0 0−
+ −e u e u( ) ( , *)p , p1 1 1

5CCLV = e u e u( *) ( , *)p , p1 0−  ER

( )PRCVLRCVCRCV *1*6 λλ −+=     ER ( ) PCLVLCCVCCLV **16 λλ +−=          ER

( ) aCRCVa =CRCV

( )61,......,CRCVCRCV=CRCV

                                          ( )61,......,aa=a ,

( ) aCCLVa =CCLV

( )61,......,CCLVCCLV=CCLV

∑ =≤≤ 1,10 ii aa
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Figure 1
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